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ABSTRACT
The article presents the parameterization of objects used for designing the type of
elements as structural connectors and making modifications of their characteristics.
The design process was carried out using Autodesk Inventor 2015. We show the latest
software tools, which were used for parameterization and modeling selected types of
structural connectors. We also show examples of the use of parameterization facilities in the process of constructing some details and making changes to geometry with
holding of the shape the element. The presented method of Inventor usage has enabled
fast and efficient creation of new objects based on sketches created.
Keywords: parameterization, designing, structural connectors.

INTRODUCTION
The development of computer-aided design
and manufacturing processes makes it possible to
quickly design products that can be tested before
they are put into production. As a result, the design process is becoming cheaper [1]. To further
simplify the design process is the introduction of
the parameterization of objects [6]. Parameterization of objects in the design process is subject to
providing the bonds of cohesion and dimensional
bonds, whose modification adjusts the characteristics of the object [3].
In a typical design process, in addition to conducting activities related to 3D modeling and editing of 2D documentation, it shall also be made
to modify the project [10]. Implementation of the
proposed modifications is particularly important
when we produce goods in small production series and we improve it cyclically. In most CAD
systems, including Autodesk Inventor package,
the solution to this problem is the appropriate
use of parameterization mechanisms. Parametric
model guarantees automatically modifying, as a

result of changes in predefined attributes, for example dimensions. This is done by well-defined
mathematical functions and relationships through
which they are referred to objects of type sketch
(dimensional constraints, geometric constraints),
the elements (the depth of element) and the relative positions of the components in unit (mounting ties) [10].
Parameterization in the designing is most
commonly used for programming the production process of parts with a similar geometric
structure differing characteristic dimensions.
Parameterization process also used for programming and “automation” CNC machines with
Heidenhain TNC620 control system [8]. It has
been found that this type of parameterization allows to shorten the preparation time of the technological process, especially when the parts are
machined with similar geometric shapes, characterized by a variability in the dimensions of
some elements of the object.
The goal of article is to show how to use parameterization of objects in designing structural
connectors using Autodesk Inventor 2015.
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CREATING PARAMETRIC OBJECTS USING
CAD SOFTWARE
Creating a parametric object begins with a
two-dimensional drawing to which the CAD
user later applies appropriate geometric constraints [7]. Autodesk Inventor utilises perpendicular and parallel constraints, as well as horizontal and vertical fix of the object [11]. These
tools ensure that the designed element’s shape
will not change once new dimensions are introduced. Constraints are applied hierarchically. Incorrect selection of two edges may lead to misapplication of constraints on the drawing of the
designed object.
To start drawing, a suitable tool should be
selected, e.g. a line, arc or circle. Notably, if
“rectangle” is selected, a suitable parallel and
perpendicular constrains are automatically applied to the corresponding pairs of edges. The
benefit of designing with the use of parameterisation tool is the ability to freely edit and modify
the drawing on every stage of design [9]. Once
the desired 2D drawing has been prepared, all
necessary details can be added as a basis for generating the complete 3D model [5]. A 3D object
may be created from one or more 2D drawings.
The location of particular details can be changed
at any time using the Dimensioning tool. Once
the three-dimensional model of the element has
been generated, it is possible to return to and
edit the original drawing, and the generated 3D
shape will be changed accordingly [2]. It is important to ensure that the drawing utilises appropriate layers which can be edited if a change in
the designed object’s dimensions is needed. The

Fig. 1. Drawing a side wall of the connector model
and placing holes
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applied geometric constrains will ensure that the
process of updating the object will change its
dimensions and introduce additional details, but
will not affect the element’s actual shape. Geometric models created from a drawing also allow
a stress analysis of the element for programmable loads [4].

THE PROCESS OF DESIGNING
STRUCTURAL CONNECTORS
Autodesk Inventor 2015 was used to design
a standard structural element – structural connectors. Such elements are commonly used in
various industries, most commonly as supporting elements for wooden and steel structures.
It is important that the connector always rests
flush against the connected elements. It should
also be made of a material resistant to weather
conditions. Most types of structural connectors
have been catalogued and described by applicable norms, but in certain cases a customized
connector is needed for a particular structure
where e.g. the bolt hole locations must be
changed.
The process of designing a connector starts
with drawing one wall and placing the holes
properly (Fig. 1). The thickness of the connector
wall is set using the Stretch command (Fig. 2).
Figure 3 illustrates the use of the same command
to adjust the position of holes in the connector’s
side walls. The method of designing the wall of
a two-sided connector is presented in Figure 4.
The subsequent illustration presets the finished
model of a two-sided connector (Fig. 5).

Fig. 2. Using the Stretch function to change the wall
thickness
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The method of object parameterisation offered by the Inventor software can also be used
in designing other types of structural connectors
(Figs. 6, 7 and 8). Figure 6 illustrates modification
of hole locations on the model of a two-sided connector. The rearrangement and re-dimensioning
of the holes is accomplished by imputing new
data into the original drawing by using the Edit
function. The program automatically updates the
drawing allowing the designer to directly control the effects of the changes being introduced.

Fig. 5. Model of a two-sided connector

Fig. 3. Using the Stretch function to change location
of the holes

Fig. 6. Modifying the location of holes on the connector

Fig. 4. Designing the side wall of a two-sided connector

Fig. 7. Creating a model of a three-sided connector
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Fig. 8. Model of a three-sided connector with
rounded corners

Figure 7 illustrates the process of designing a
three-sided connector. The corners of the section
are rounded in this model (Fig. 8). It is also possible to thread the holes.

CONCLUSIONS
The presented example of object parameterisation in Autodesk Inventor 2015 illustrates the possibility of quickly designing various types of structural connectors needed for a particular wooden
or steel structure. The process of design involves
editing a 2D drawing of a given shape. 3D models
of a variety of connectors can be generated from a
single drawing by applying appropriate parametric
and geometric constraints. We were able to employ
the parameterisation functionality of Inventor software as an efficient and time-effective method of
designing specific connector’s details.
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